This being the inspiration to the collection, the silhouettes have been transformed into a more modernistic approach, keeping the gracefulness of the traditional European look and yet enlightening them with an American style so as to suit today's world.

You can custom create your field of choice through our Design Department.
These designs carry with them a strong influence of "old world" savoir faire and have a fragrance of Aubusson rugs in them. The type one might find in grand villas in Tuscany. This being the inspiration to the collection, the silks have been transformed into a more modernistic approach, keeping the gracefulness of the traditional European look and yet enlightening them with an American style so as to suit today’s world.

You can custom create your field of choice through our Design Department.

Rug Bordered
You can custom create with your field of choice through our Design Department.
These designs carry with them a strong influence of “old world” aesthetics and have a fragrance of Aubusson appealing to them. The type one might find in grand villas in Tuscany. This being the inspiration to the collection, the silhouettes have been transformed into a more modernistic approach, keeping the gracefulness of the traditional European look and yet enlightening them with an American style so as to suit today’s world.

You can custom create through our Design Rug Surround Department.

Rug Surround

You can custom create with your field of choice through our Design Department.
The collection may also be available in CYP construction. Please contact your local Durkan representative.